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The demon "Worker bee" is one who goes through life without any
sense of an oneness with Christ being the bride to Christ. The worker
bee in a hive is only in a service of the queen bee that he is but a slave
in the hive.
The demon has him thinking that he is but a worker bee with no
possibility for an interaction with the divine teachers. He neither looks
to be where he might meet the divine teacher as in a study of the
teachings and scripture. These can spend their next 1,000
embodiedments in the same patterns as you see the Hindus who have
lost the fire who seek not Christ. These follow those philosophers who
go around and around in not finding the Holy Spirit teachings that would
spur them to eternal life.
They may have no feelings of awe such as you might in hearing
organ music. To them life is as music on a synthesizer that has a
metallic grating sound without any possibility for the sense of holiness
sensed in the decrees and songs of the Church. They see Gregorian
chants as mechanical. They do not experience the higher realms that
this music evokes.
He has no sense of Mother Mary or Jesus to be Lord and Savior.
He does not look each day for the coming of Christ. Even if he does his
decrees, it is without the Holy Spirit. It is a neutering as you might say.
There is no longing for the divine savior each day or "love attraction" for
this one, the lover of his soul. He does not hear his footsteps of a
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savior, he does not look for him.
It is an astral density that is felt no differently than Pasadena
smog or the forest fires in which one cannot reach up into the etheric
levels of ones being. He may see his name flashing on the computer
screen to come do the Archangel Michael Assignment and cannot apply
it to himself as there is no love-tie to the Archangels.
They must do as one Ascended Master taught: For those of you
who have that fire, who contain that fire and would retain more of it, can
do so simply by accepting the fullness of the Path and the fullness of
the mantle. Meeting all requirements of the four archangels—pinning the
four points of the compass and the base of the pyramid—you, then, will
find yourself under the aegis of the Lord Sanat Kumara and wearing the
mantle of our own authority."
This is a failure of the 9:00 of God Reality and treachery to
entertain these demons. One chooses them. The left--handed path of the
9:00 is the 1:00 that one has an enmity with God. These are ancient
patterns of pagan rites practiced when the fire on the altar is gone.
These are the religions without a fire where they worship forces of
nature to have rain for their crops and not Christ. They do not seek the
Christ Light. It is all the same to them whether they are doing a decree
or song in an alcoholic pub or in church. They cannot sense the higher
spheres as the fire is not present.
They must learn to not miss a decree session, not miss their daily
decree session. They must in addition look for Christ and savior in their
daily initiations, not as a mechanical interpretation but one of scripture.
Some of these have a brittleness in analyzing their psychology. They do
not have the same remembrance of meeting with the divine one at the
etheric Retreats and going over their assignments. They go by the
"worker bee" assignments from the outer such as reading the latest
psychology book or watching TV shows and not finding the Holy Spirit
in church. These are the fringe students so to speak. They do not enter
into the Church to do the same scriptural work that involves an
emotional interchange with divine beings.
The behavioral change is one of donning the mantle of the Mother
of the Flame.
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